Standard Equipment / Optional Equipment

Single decoiler incl. linear speed control

¢

£

£

Twin rotary decoiler incl. linear speed control

£

¢

¢

Machine base

7 modul-spaces

9 modul-spaces

10 modul-spaces

Tool set drives, servo driven

min. 3 / max. 4

min. 4 / max. 6

min. 6 / max. 8

Oiler control with depressurized single tank
system for strip lubrication

¢

¢

¢

Integrated tool cabinet

¢

¢

¢

Tool set clamping, manual

¢

£

£

Tool set clamping, pneumatic

£

¢

¢

2 x 1,20 m

1 x 1,20 m
1 x 1,80 m

2 x 1,80 m

HMI with color TFT screen

¢

¢

¢

Edge folding device

-

£

£

Strip brake, servo type

¢

¢

¢

Strip brake, servo type incl. load cell

£

£

£

Enclosure with manual swivelling doors
and LED interior lighting

Strip centre line control, automatic

-

£

£

Strip lubricator - roll type

¢

¢

¢

LW200/400/600
Fin Rolling Machines

Strip lubricator - spray type

£

£

£

Strip slitter

-

£

¢

Schöler GmbH

Form roll housing

¢

¢

¢

Transport roll housing

¢

¢

¢

Frankfurter Str. 4-6
D-23689 Pansdorf, Germany

Squeeze box

£

-

-

Horizontal packing single track
PIR or PR PIR

Tel.: +49 (0) 45 04 / 601 0
Fax: +49 (0) 45 04 / 601 133

£

£

£

Horizontal packing single track
PR PR PIR or PR PIR CR

sales@schoeler.de
www.schoeler.de

-

£

£

Horizontal packing twin track
PR PIR

-

£

£

Horizontal packing twin track
PR PR PIR or PR PIR CR

-

-

£

Side packing single track - 2 stations

¢

£

£

Side packing single track - 3 stations

-

¢

£

Side packing twin track - 2 stations per track

-

£

£

Side packing twin track - 3 stations per track

-

-

¢

Oil blow off

£

£

£

Cut off unit, pneumatic

¢

-

-

Cut off unit, servo

£

¢

¢

Fin chute

¢

¢

¢

Fin transport incl. diverter

£

£

£

- : not available | ¢ : standard equipment | £ : optional equipment

FIN PRODUCTION.
THE LATEST GENERATION.

as well as mistakes, printing, arithmetic, writing and calculation errors.

LW 600

and performance characteristics, as long as they serve the technical progress,

LW 400

We reserve design modifications and other changes to the technical data

LW 200

High Precision Machinery.
For Heat Exchanger Production.

Technical Data

LW200/400/600 Fin Rolling Maschines
Multi-coupling for fluid and electrical circuits
Simultaneous connection of all circuits
(compressed air, oil, electrical power); no risk of circuit inversion.

LW 200
Strip feeding speed

Lexan decoiler enclosure
Optimum transparency, improved safety.

LW 400

max. 200 m/min

max. 400 m/min

Production speed

max. 8.000 pitches/min

max. 19.000 pitches/min

Number of tracks

1

1/2

Machine running direction

Identity Stripe
Space for your own identity.

Aluminium

Strip thickness
Cut off rate

0,07 - 0,15 mm
max. 120 cuts/min

Cut length

4 - 12 mm ± 0,05 mm
12 - 150 mm

Fin pitch single track
Fin pitch twin track

New lubrication system
Depressurized tanks, single tank system; minimized spray mist.

± 0 pitch

Fin height
Fin width

max. 180 cuts/min (360 cuts/min in twin track)
free programmable in steps of 1 pitch

Cut length tolerance
High quality lexan enclosure
360°-transparency, barrier-free operation.

1/2

Left to right / right to left

Strip material
New cut off unit
Easier to change; integrated worm feed,
cutting position can be adjusted during operation.

LW 600

12 - 150 mm / 12 x 65 mm

12 - 150 mm / 12 x 65 mm

1,8 - 7,0 mm
n.a.

2,3 - 7,0 mm

1,8 - 7,0 mm

Plastic base frame encasing
Innovative, environmentally friendly.

Innovative technology and solid options:
The new generation of fin rolling machines

Form roll and transport roll on separate swap bodies
Easier handling, faster strip material change, simplified maintenance.

LW 200

question of modern high end fin rolling machines.
It offers high-tech components and solid performance,
paired with the most modern design, and optimized ergo-

an installation area, which requires 48% less space, and an

Safe machine control

outstanding price to performance ratio.

_ Failsafe controllers: Allen-Bradley 1756 GuardLogix / Siemens SIMATIC S7-300

Form rolls constitute the core competence

_ Bus systems: EtherNet / IP / Profinet (TCP / IP)

Without a doubt, the form rolls are the core piece of

_ Servo drive system with integrated safety functions

present time.

the fin rolling machines. The effective interaction of all

_ Radio remote control

activities, from construction, production and installation

_ Remote maintenance access via LAN VPN router

do not need to be painted at all – Schölers contribution to
the enduring protection of the environment, form the proven basis for the enduringly precise production results.
Moreover, our development engineers focused especially
on a clear increase in efficiency of the new generation of

LW 400

to quality control, brings about the proven Schöler quality,

6755

which is known worldwide, with the therewith associated,
guaranteed, best possible service life.

Intuitive HMI

The 3D-construction and simulation of the form rolls are

_ Color TFT screen

as obvious here as the many years of experience in the

_ Structured user interface

areas of thickness and surface grinding of discs, profile

_ Efficient recipe management

grinding and highly precise grinding of the louver angle.

_ Errors in plain text

2350

LW 600

2650

housing elements, which cannot only be recycled but also

2350

_ Distributed fail-safe IO modules

nomics, a combination, which is unique worldwide at the

The stable machine base, equipped with innovative

5490

2650

The current LW-generation sets a new standard, if it is a

geover times, which are reduced by up to 75%, as well as

2650

A long-term and extremely high efficiency offers chan-

Versatile, precise and highly efficient

machines.

Floor Plans

7355

_ Extensive diagnostic options

2350

New Design Makes a Mark

Modular Design, Flexible Configuration.

Tool Set Change Rethought

The new design of the Schöler Machines sets a clear mark in the direction of

The modular construction underlines the flexibility and adaptability to

The new concept enables that the tool set now can be changed completely

the future. Characterized by functionality, modern materials and a contem-

different requirements of your production. The basic versions of all the

without tools. A pneumatic rapid clamping concept, an error-free multi-

porary layout, the new appearance of the current generation of machines also

variations of machines have already been equipped with the most modern

coupling system for energy cycles and operating media cycles as well as

visualizes the high Schöler demands for precision, value and ergonomics.

components at the highest technical level, which can be selectively expan-

an innovative click systems at different components enable the tool set

ded by numerous options and configured especially for your requirements.

to be changed in up to 75% less time than before.

